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Einladung zum Gastvortrag

FB 10 – English-Speaking Cultures
English Linguistics/Fremdsprachendidaktik Englisch

Prof. Dr. Edgar W. Schneider (Regensburg)

World Englishes on YouTube: Using and analyzing video clips as teaching samples

The video uploading platform YouTube offers an impressive range of options for using and analyzing video clips representing different World Englishes as teaching tools. In this lecture I first provide a very brief introduction to the topic of World Englishes and some facts on YouTube; then I suggest a typology of YouTube clips with respect to their representation of language varieties, including illustrative samples; and finally I employ two clips to show how relatively simple qualitative and quantitative analyses can be conducted on the basis of such material.

Montag, 26.11.2018, 14:15 - 15:45, Cartesium: Rotunde
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Kontakt: Prof. Marcus Callies, callies@uni-bremen.de oder Stefanie Hehner, hehner@uni-bremen.de